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Women are in a unique and special position as they increasingly serve as the main guardian and creator of their family’s legacy. A 
family legacy goes beyond estate planning and the transfer of wealth to include the beliefs, actions, and guidance demonstrated in 
your life that carry forward to future generations. A family legacy seeks to answer the question “To what end is this all for?” 
Upon reflection of that question, most women recognize that the passing down of core values is just as important as the transfer 
of money. And as master jugglers - leading point on everything from their family members’ social and emotional needs, to 
covering the basics of supplying a household – women know their family through and through. This puts them in a unique 
position to create their family legacy. 
 
This legacy should complement the wealth or estate plan by preparing your family to navigate the opportunities and 
responsibilities that lie ahead. And while the financial inheritance is only one part of a family legacy, it is the one most at risk. In 
90% of cases, inheritance will be depleted by the third generation. This means that by the time grandchildren are grown, the 
inheritance of their grandparents will be depleted. One of the biggest reasons that wealth is historically made and lost in three 
generations is because of a lack of communication.1  
 
Money is considered by many to be a taboo topic, even within immediate families. Having a communication barrier about such 
an important subject as money makes it difficult for families to create and to maintain a family legacy. The good news is that 
women can play a valuable role in opening up the lines of communication, and are well positioned to do so given the central role 
that so many women play within their families. By talking with your family about your hopes and expectations, as well as your 
successes and your failures, your family can begin to understand your core beliefs and values. This communication lays the 
groundwork for defining your family’s legacy. 
 
Another key reason for loss of family wealth is that beneficiaries do not have the knowledge and skills they need to manage the 
assets that they receive.1 Financial education is most successful when it begins at an early age and is consistently discussed over 
time. This gives family members time to learn from one another, to ask questions, and to enlist help from professionals if they 
need it.  
 
The need for financial education applies to all family members, but it appears that it is particularly important for women. Studies 
show that there is a meaningful gap in financial literacy between men and women.2 Women tend to have experience and are as 
confident as men in paying bills and budgeting, but on average the experience and confidence for women drops significantly 
below men when it comes to managing investments. And to compound this, women report that their biggest financial regret is 
not investing more. The main barriers to investing for most women are a lack of knowledge and confidence. By taking the time 
to develop personal financial knowledge and skills, and then to take action by managing investments, women can gain experience 
as the first step towards achieving financial success. 
 
Women need to be financially prepared, as they are poised to receive much of the wealth transfer based on their longer life 
expectancy and other demographic trends. On a positive front, we are seeing that more and women are becoming involved in 
managing family wealth and they are now managing a third of total US personal financial assets. Given current demographic 
shifts, this percentage is predicted to substantially increase over the next decade. And with this increase, women can help guide 
their family’s finances to support their life goals and to leave a legacy for their children, their community, and beyond.  

The nature of the role women play in creating and maintaining their family legacy can take shape in many different forms, 
whether through making investment decisions, educating their children, nurturing the character and values of children, fulfilling 
charitable goals, or other endeavors. We view this as a tipping point for women serving as the stewards of family wealth, and 
we want to help ensure that women are well prepared and empowered so that their knowledge and confidence matches their 
responsibilities. 

 
1 What is family legacy planning?, Vanguard Family Legacy Services. 
 
2  What Explains the Gender Gap in Financial Literacy?, US National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health.  
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Disclosure 
 
This presentation and its content are for informational and educational purposes only and should not be used as the basis for 
any investment decision. The information contained herein is based on publicly available sources believed to be reliable but is 
not a representation, expressed or implied, as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. No information available through 
this communication is intended or should be construed as any advice, recommendation or endorsement from us as to any legal, 
tax, investment or other matters, nor shall be considered a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any security, future, option or other 
financial instrument or to offer or provide any investment advice or service to any person in any jurisdiction.  Nothing 
contained in this communication constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of any 
security, and this communication has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of 
any specific recipient. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Additional information and disclosure on Pathstone 
is available via our Form ADV, Part 2A, which is available upon request or at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. 
 
Any tax advice contained herein, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer 
for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending 
to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 
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